Title: Agriculture, Eco-water Security & water science in cold region to changing Environment
Other opportunities of GWSP-ANSO

- InterAcademy Council (IAC) / Inter-Academy Panel (IAP) are developing *Water Programme* (WP), key persons of Chinese Working Group for IAC-WP are mostly come from GWSP-ANSO CNC-GWSP.

- Why not GWSP try to involve and approach a "Win-Win" way collaborated with IAC, IWRA & WAAP etc.?
Perspective on GWSP Research in China
Title: Impacts of Climate Change on Water Resources in Arid and Semi-arid Regions

Sponsor: IWRA, Xian University of Technology

Co-sponsors: GWSP, IAC / IAP etc.

Date: October 19-21, 2011

or April, 2011

Venue: Xian

Organizers: ANSO-GWSP, CNC-GWSP, IGSNRR-CAS etc.

Any suggestions are welcome!
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Challenges in the future

(1) How to develop a workable plan in Asia region on the global observation /date network of GWSP?

(2) How to get support for GWSP on global & regional water issues?
Any comment and suggestion are welcome!

Thank you!

E-mail: xiaj@igsnrr.ac.cn